We decided to be creative with our reflections—
in typical IBP fashion

A poem to share some joint achievements and passion

With 2 virtual partner meetings, in-person encounters and 20+ webinars
In 2022 we continued to connect with our partners near and far
We welcomed a new Steering Committee with excitement and pride
And 30 new member organizations to join the IBP ride
Over the year we provided space for partners to share
Launching the Implementation Stories Podcast—you can still listen on air

Working across SRHR we moved WHO guidelines into action
And initiated communities of practice for infertility and male contraception
We helped launch the UHC Handbook for Providers
And provided an opportunity to contribute to WHO’s work on equity and gender
An open workshop on diversity, equity and inclusion featured local perspectives
Moving beyond buzz words and identifying key actions to change the narrative

Over the year we spent many months planning for ICFP
A global event and an important part of the IBP Story
As always with IBP, diversity was the goal
We had 8 interactive workshops including several en français et español
From community engagement and tips for going to scale
Participants learned from program successes and from when they fail

La gestion des connaissances pour la PF en pratique
On a partagé les expériences d’Asie, Amérique du Sud, La Caraibe et Afrique
Tools were shared such as FP Goals and the HIPs
Evidence based resources for where it makes sense and where it fits
Recursos y herramientas para y desde America Latina y el Caribe
Dicen que la implementación es dificil—pero todo es posible

Working with WHO, we launched the updated Global FP Handbook
Additional guidelines, resources and experts were available at the WHO/IBP Booth

In December we joined the Summit for Social Behavior Change and Communication
Showcasing SBCC High Impact Practices and experiences with implementation

We continued our storytelling to share important evidence
Acknowledging challenges which we turned into strengths
At IBP we know that local expertise and lived experiences are still untapped
Elevating and amplifying this evidence can strengthen local and global impact
Because impact isn’t always about numbers or claiming win or lose
Sometime impact is staying true to a mission and standing up for core values

As always we want to thank all IBP members for our collective leadership
And hope we can continue our work together to strengthen the IBP Partnership